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to each farm

The old Icelandic Law Book: Filling the
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Best to maximise profit (difference

between revenue and cost), not catch
In effect, 16 boats harvest what 8 boats

could harvest: Rent dissipated
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Source: Icelandic Association of Fishing Vessel Owners
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But who would support enclosure of
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And would fishermen have same

interest in long-term profitability of
resource?
And would the rent be as well invested

by government?
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bought out, not driven out; others only
deprived of a worthless right
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Better to define property rights, such as
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because commercial, i.e. about
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Benefits of ownership disappear
Presently, fishing firms feel responsible

for fish stocks, as owners
This would change, if made into tenants
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U.S. took wrong turn by not developing

broadcasting rights
Iceland took right turn by developing

fishing rights, the ITQs
Good fences make good neighbours
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